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Abstract 

An unofficial report of the unfavorable condition and casualties of Asian bosonic fish was 

collected on a breeding farm in the cow of the Fisheries Directorate of Bushehr province on 

22/6/96, which was immediately coordinated and the sampling was carried out the next 

morning. Samples were transferred to the lab in accordance with standard conditions and after 

the austerity, biometrics was performed and their clinical symptoms were recorded. Given that 

the history of deaths was not a sign of viral disease, examination of parasites (protozoa) and 

bacteria from apparently healthy fish and fish with symptoms of the disease by providing a wet 

slide of gills and possible lesions and bacterial culture of the brain, liver, kidney organs And 

eyes were examined using common culture medium TSA and TCBS in conventional bacterial 

culture method. In the final investigation, the causative agent of germicidal bacteria was 

identified as Streptococcus sp. Clinical symptoms of fish were also consistent with the reported 

symptoms of Streptococcus disease in sources for Asian bass fish. Therefore, according to the 

program for the development of this fish in cages in the southern waters of the country and the 

damage caused by the disease during the period of breeding, while implementing bio-

vaccination, vaccination is an indispensable necessity, which should be taken into 

consideration by trusted organizations and companies. The fish breeder will be in the cage. 
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Abstract 

Awareness of the combination and diversity of the Euglenophytes leads to a clear picture about 

comments on the nutritional conditions of the lake. Euglenophyte live in fresh and salty waters. 

They are more abundant in waters with more organic matter. This study was conducted for one 

year and in the seasons of spring, summer, autumn and winter on the Iranian coast of the 

Caspian Sea in the Noshahr area before fish cages. Sampling was carried out at 5 stations at 

depths of 5 m, 10 m, 20 m, 50 m and 100 m. In the southern basin of the Caspian Sea, the 

species E. proxima, E. caudata and E. polymorpha were identified. . Some species of this 
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group are found in environments with high concentrations of organic matter and high 

temperatures that were observed in the southern Caspian Sea basin. 
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Abstract 
Marine velvet disease is one of the most common diseases that affects marine fish with cause 

high morbidity and mortality rates in marine-cultured fish. Disease is caused by the 

Dinoflaggelate organism Amyloodinium ocellatum. This parasite is specific for skin and gills. It 

has flagella, which help it move. This disease is widespread and can cause serious illness and 

death in marine fish, if not recognized and treated quickly and properly. Fish affected by this 

parasite often have appear to be dusty on the skin and rapid breathing because the gills often 

have very large numbers of the parasite present. If the infection is allowed to progress the fish 

lose appetite and sometime gasps at the surface of water, because of the gill damage. In this 

survey, after mortality in Sobeity seabream and Seabass fish samples from gill and skin of 

affected fish were collected and a wet mount of skin and gills was prepared. Results showed 

that Amyloodium in gills was observed. Affected fish treated with short time bath of fresh 

water and formalin. This route is very effective. 
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Abstract  
Despite the rising demand growth for marine aquaculture, the current trend in natural resources 

of aquaculture is decreasing, which has led to an ever-increasing growth of aquaculture 

production, especially in marine environments. Meanwhile, the extent and complexity of these 

activities in open water environments, such as marine areas, have raised different perspectives, 

sensitivities and questions relative to the cage culture industry. Since the industry in our 

country is in its early stages of development, consideration to the results of previous studies of 

leading countries can be regarded as an effective guidance in this way for farmers and 
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